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IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA 
SYDNEY REGISTRY 

THE REGISTRY BRISBANE 

No. Sl44 of2018 

BIANCA HOPE RINEHART 
First Appellant 

JOHNLANGLEYHANCOCK 
Second Appellant 

and 

10 GEORGINA HOPE RINEHART (IN HER PERSONAL CAPACITY AND AS 
TRUSTEE OF THE HOPE MARGARET HANCOCK TRUST AND AS TRUSTEE OF 

THE HFMF TRUST) 
AND OTHERS NAMED IN THE SCHEDULE 

Respondents 

AND BETWEEN: 
WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY LTD 

ACN 008 677 021 
Intervener 

INTERVENER'S.SIJMISSIONSAMENDED SUBMISSIONS 

Part 1: Certification 

1. These submissions are in a form suitable for publication on the intemet. 

Part 11: Basis of Intervention 

2. The Intervener (WPPL) seeks leave to intervene as a non-party whose legal rights in 

pending litigation before the Supreme Court ofWestem Australia (the WA Proceedings) 

are likely to be affected by the outcome of this appeal. 1 The basis for this is explained 

more fully in Part Ill. WPPL was granted leave to intervene in the Court below on a 

limited basis. 2 WPPL similarly seeks to intervene in this appeal, on a limited basis, for 

I' Roadshow Films fJJLb!iLv iiNet Ltd (2011) 248 CLR 37 at [6]. 

2 Reasons of the Full Court at [23] and [281] to [288]. 

THE SOLICITOR FOR THE INTERVENER IS: 
GARETH JENKINS of Clayton Utz 

Level28, Riparian Plaza 
71 Eagle Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000 
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Fax: (07) 3221 9669 
Contact: Gareth Jenkins 
Ref: 12279/21099/80198863 



two reasons, the second of which is the same issue upon which it was granted leave to 

intervene below. 

3. First, WPPL contends for a construction of cl 20 of the Hope Downs Deed3 that is 

different tefmm the contentions advanced by both the appellants and the respondents. 

WPPL's contention is that cl 20 does not cover the appellants' "substantive claims" 

(summarised at AS[6]-[9]). Hence these claims are not arbitrable. WPPL contends the 

phrase "any dispute under this deed'' is only apt to cover a dispute as to the nature or 

extent of any rights and obligations created by the Deed. If cl 20 is construed at the 

_10 extremity of liberality, the "validity issues" may be arbitrable- but subject to the exercise 

of the primary judge's discretion to determine those issues under the "proviso" to s 8(1) of 

the CA Act. If the primary judge were to refer the "validity issues" to arbitration, any 

consequent stay of the "substantive claims" pending the arbitral reference would be based 

on discretionary case management piinciples. 

4. Thus, WPPL does not seek to support either the appellants' or respondents' submissions 

on the appeal, but does support the appellants' claim for remittal of the matter to the 

primary judge to reconsider the appropriate relief in accordance with law. As is explained 

in Part lll, if the construction of cl 20 for which WPPL contends is accepted, much of the 

20 basis of the respondents' application to stay WPPL's (and the Rhodes parties') claims in 

the WA Proceedings will fall away.4 

5. Second, WPPL understands that the ~ixth t~ eighth respondents, RHJO. HOIO. and 

MDIQ, have served bHt not filed a-submissions ("the proposed Notice of Cross 

Appeal~anoellants' submis£km..C in relation to which it will be necessary for these 

parties to seek special leave~7D. The proposed Notice is attached to an affidavit 

filed in the appeal to which \VPPL has not been permitted aecess.~ 'NPPL understands that 

the respondents. RHIO. HDIO and MDIO wish to contend that eertain-e-f the HPP:b 

These submissions will adopt the terminology used in the Appellants' and Respondents' submissions. 

4 That application was heard on 30 and 31 May 2018 by Le Miere J and the judgment has been reserved. 

\VPPL applied te the Registrar by email Ofl 14 August 20.1-S-te-whiGMhe-Regi&tfar-r-espended-eri-the-mtme 
aay--"-&llie-4-:M-A(£1-) ejthe High Gsurt Rules 20{H pre~·ents the gil'i11g crfthEH~eee.'ih'-soHg/tf:"'-+he--res!*ffidents 
ha~·e deflied aeeess te the material te-WP.P.-b 
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respondentsth.ey are within the scope of the extended definition of "party" in s 2(1) of the 

CA Act on the basis they are claiming "through or under" a party to the Deed. This was 

one of the issues on which the Full Court granted WPPL leave to intervene and found its 

submissions of assistance (FC [286]). 

6. The "through or under" issue also is likely to affect WPPL's legal rights in the pending 

WA Proceedings. The respondents originally applied for a mandatory stay of WPPL's 

claim in the WA Proceedings under s 8(1) on the basis that WPPL fell within the scope of 

s 2(1) (but that part of the application was withdrawn some months after the Full Court 

10 hearing). WPPL is concerned that the respondents will seek to renew the s 8 application in 

the WA Court ifthis Court were to grant special leave and fmd in the respondents' favour 

on the "through or under" issue. Witlwut having had access, despite requestingit-fr-em-the 

respondents, to the proposed 'Notice of Cross Appeal or any supporting material, all 

WPPL can presently do--is---set out m outliae form in Part N why--tbe---Fulf. Court's 

determination on this point is correct. 

Part Ill: Why Leave to Intervene Should be Granted 

7. The broad outline of the W A Proceedings and how they overlap with these proceedings 

was explained by the Full Court at FC [285]. In essence, in the WA Proceedings WPPL 

claims that certain of the Hope Downs Tenements ~ those known as the East Angelas 

20 Tenements) wer~ acquired in 1989 on behalf of the partnership between HPPL and WPPL 

(Hanwright) that has existed since the ~1950s and are accordingly partnership 

property in which it has always had a 50% beneficial interest. Inconsistently with this 

claim, in these proceedings, the appellants claim the East Angelas Tenements form part of 

the trust assets of the HFMF Trust of which they (and their siblings) are beneficiariesJi 

8. WPPL recognised that, because of the competing claims to beneficial interests in the 

tenements, the appellants (and their siblings) were necessary parties to the WA 

Proceedings (per John Alexander's Clubs Ptv Ltd v White City Tennis Club Ltd/). They 

~=-"·-~·,W..PPLalsoclaimsr_oyalty~~D:l<;;@§,i!Lr~~~~~~P.JJJRtr9.!J9~-m;p,P,t,!<;J:.,9J'!:run.Jlld:lQP..~IJp.wnsJ ... .mine .. l:J;~,~ 
fl:.Rru;,U~rul!_,d2,!1P.lA9.mit .• Wf.,P,b:~J:.QY~.claim .. onJhe .. .b.asisJhatJhe.~.holJ.Uhe .. e_YMit_I!JJJ~JJ:!l~~£~lJPJI:!~ ... H9.P.¥ 
DownsJ mine~ 

7 [2010] HCA 19; (2010) 241 CLR 1 at [136]-[138). 
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were joined to those proceedings in September 2016.8 In November 2016, the respondents 

applied to stay the W A Proceedings and that application was adjourned pending the 

determination of the Full Court in the proceedings below.9 The stay application was re

listed for hearing following delivery of the Full Court judgment and heard by Le Miere J 

on 30 and 31 May 2018. Judgment is reserved. At the hearing of the stay application 

before the W A court, the respondents indicated they may apply for special leave on the 

"through or under" point and put a formal submission to preserve their position in the 

W A Proceedings. 10 

10 9. The construction issue before this Court affects WPPL's legal interests in the WA 

20 

Proceedings because of the way in which the respondents sought to deploy the s 8 stay 

ordered by the Full Court in support of the application for a stay against WPPL (and the 

Rhodes parties). This was only fully revealed in oral submissions in the WA court in 

which the respondents submitted that the W A court effectively had no choice but to stay 

the claims by WPPL and the Rhodes parties. This of course would have deleterious 

consequences to WPPL in delaying its ability to litigate its claims in court. In submissions 

in chief, counsel for the respondents put the contention in the following terms: 

Ultimately, the real question for determination on the stay applications is this: what 
should the court do with the rump of non-arbitral claims in circumstances where the 
legislature has mandated that the parties must be referred to arbitration in respect of 
the arbitral claims, but the arbitral and non-arbitral claims concern the same 
property. And the arbitral claims, as will become apparent when we go through the 
pleadings, contradict the essence of the claims made by the Rhodes parties and the 
WPPL parties. They are flatly contradictory. 

Now, we - our ultimate submission is that the court would stay the proceedings 
pending that - the outcome of the arbitration. Whilst that might be perceived by 
some to be an unfortunate delay in the determination ofWPPLs and Rhode parties' 
claims, that is the consequence of the legislature mandating that arbitral matters 
must be referred with the consequent stay. 

30 10. In reply, the respondents went on to submit further that the "consequent stay" ofWPPL's 

See Wright Prospecting Pty Ltd v Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd (No. 7) [20 16] W ASC 305. 

See Wright Prospecting Pty Ltd v Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd (No. 7tj) [2016] WASC 361. 

Hearing before Le Miere J, 30 May 2018, T 1679. 
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and the Rhodes parties' claims was "inevitable" because the legislative policy of s 8 

demanded prior determination of the arbitrable claims. I I The respondents did not submit 

that any of the factors normally considered on a discretionary stay application weighed in 

favour of a stay (see Sterling Pharmaceuticai/2
). A further problem never adequately 

addressed by the respondents is how the principles explained in John Alexander's Clubs 

could ever be satisfied if the appellants (and their siblings) are not able to appear as active 

defendants in the W A Proceedings. 

11. If, however, as WPPL contends, the "substantive claims" are not within the scope of cl20, 

10 j much of the basis of the respondents' stay application in the W A Proceedings falls away. 

There would be nothing that would render (on the respondents' argument) a stay of 

WPPL's claim an inevitable consequence of as 8 stay. In addition, the John Alexander's 

Clubs issue could be resolved by the exercise of the WA court's discretionary case 

management powers - allowing it to weigh up when, and in what forum, the competing 

proprietary claims should be determined. 

12. As the battle lines are currently drawn in the appeal, there is no contradictor to the 

proposition that the "substantive claims" ought be characterised as a "dispute under the 

deed''. The parties to the appeal seem to accept that the word "under'' should be construed 

20 as "controlled or governed'' despite the Full Court's criticism of the use of that dictionary 

definition by Warren J in BTR Engineerini3 (which was adopted by Bathurst CJ in 

Rinehart v Rinehe-FtWelkeri4
). Permitting WPPL to intervene in the appeal will ensure that 

all the available and relevant constructions of the phrase "dispute under the deed" are 

addressed in submissions. 

13. If the Court grants special leave on the "through or under'' point, it is submitted that 

WPPL's contribution will be of assistance in the same way that it was of assistance to the 

Full Court. The possibility that WPPL might be treated as a statutory party to a Deed of 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Hearing before Le Miere J, 30 May 2018, T 1851. 

Sterling Pharmaceuticals Pty Ltd v Boots Co (Aust) Pty Ltd (1992) d.~=FCR 287; [1992] FCA 72. 

BTR Engineering (41~l!.qM_!,c./,t$LQ.,t;p Dana Corporation ~,Qr.,r, [2000] VSC 246 at [23]. 

[2012] NSWCA 95; (2012) 95 NSWLR 9~,f,~J at (125]. 
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which it had no knowledge before the present litigation began underscores its keen 

interest in the s 2(1) issue the respondents seek to raise. 

14. Although WPPL seeks leave to intervene as a non-party, WPPL (and the Rhodes parties) 

are necessary parties to the proceedings below, which was recognised by the appellants' 

application to join WPPL (and the Rhodes parties) brought shortly before the Full Court 

hearing (FC [285]). That application was adjourned pending the Full Court appeal. If it 

had been brought earlier, WPPL would have been a party to the proceedings below with a 

right to be heard on the appeal. 

10 Part IV: Submissions 

Clause 20 of the Hope Downs Deed 

15. WPPL's essential contention is that neither the Full Court's analysis of cl 20 nor the 

analysis of Bathurst CJ in Rinehart v Rinehart Welker should be accepted without 

significant qualification by this Court. 

16. The appellants' criticism15 of the assumption underpinning the Full Court's conclusion, 

expressed in Francis Travel Marketing, 16=does not focus on the way in which Gleeson CJ 

prefaced his observations in the following terms: "When the parties to a commercial 

contract agree, at the time of making the contract, and before any disputes have yet 

20 arisen, to refer to arbitration any dispute or difference, their agreement should not be 

construed narrowly" (at 165). His Honour was specifically considering what could be 

assumed to be the parties' contractual intentions at the beginning of their commercial 

relationship before any dispute had arisen and before differences had emerged. His 

Honour was not referring to an agreement to compromise existing disputes. 

17. The context of the Hope Downs Deed is therefore entirely different. The Hope Downs 

Deed was a compromise of existing disputes arising out of an existing and fraught 

relationship. The respondents secured broadly framed acknowledgements as to ownership 

of the Hancock Group Interests (cl 4), releases of the Claims (cl 6), including in cl 6(b) a 

IS AS [25]-[37]. 

16 Francis Travel Marketing Pty Ltd v Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd (1996) 39 NSWLR 160 at 165. 
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covenant not to bring proceedings, and undertakings (cl 7) in exchange for covenants as to 

the distribution of funds from the Trust (cl 5). It was agreed that "each party may plead 

this deed in bar to any Claim or proceeding the subject of a release in this deecf' (cl11). 

18. The Hope Downs Deed is (and was expressed to be) a settlement agreement. The purpose 

of the Deed was to bring to an end Claims that had already arisen and been articulated by 

the second appellant in his draft affidavit. In this context, there is no basis for an 

assumption to be made that the parties intended to provide for arbitration of the Claims 

(the "substantive claims!!:. using the terminology in the appeal). Indeed, both the context 

10 and the terms of the Deed contradict such an assumption. Clause 11 makes no assumption 

that a Claim would be brought in arbitral proceedings. The point of the clause was that 

each party could plead the Deed as a bar "to any Claim or proceeding." 

20 

19. It may be asked rhetorically, why should it be assumed that the Deed was providing for 

arbitration of the Claims when those claims had been compromised and, as a safeguard, cl 

11 provided a mechanism for summary disposal of any Claim brought in any proceeding 

in breach of the Deed? Accepting that the purpose of the Deed was "the quelling of 

disputes about the title to the assets" (FC [203]) does not support any assumption as to an 

intention to arbitrate those disputes. 

20. The language of cl 20 is entirely consistent with this construction of the Deed. The parties 

provided for confidential mediation/arbitration "in the event there is any dispute under 

this deed." By its terms, cl20 is directed to future disputes, not past disputes settled by the 

Deed. The assumption identified by Gleeson CJ in Francis Travel may have a role to play 

in respect of future disputes under the Deed - such as the meaning and effect of the 

releases in cl 6 or the operation of the distribution covenant in cl 5. But it has no 

application to the "substantive claims" settled by the Deed. 

21. Much of the Full Court's analysis of the principles underlying the construction of 

30 arbitration agreements (at FC [199]-[205]) can be accepted - subject to one important 

qualification. Those principles can only apply once the subject matter of the arbitration 

agreement is identified by a process of construction of the Deed as a whole. The parties 

are free to limit their agreement to arbitrate to particular categories of disputes or 

differences. A liberal construction of cl 20 cannot extend the reach of the arbitration 

L\327743476.2 7 



10 

agreement beyond those categories, but it can mean that disputes within those defmed 

categories will not be resolved by different tribunals and be "determined by fine shades of 

difference in the legal character of individual issues, or by the ingenuity of lawyers in 

developing points of argument' (Francis Travel at 165). 

22. WPPL submits that the real issue in the appeal is whether the phrase "any dispute under 

the deed'' extends the reach of the arbitration agreement to the "substantive claims" 

despite the contextual factors strongly indicating the parties had no contractual intention 

to submit the "substantive claims" to arbitration. 

23. The Full Court was, with respect, right to find the use of a dictionary definition of the 

word "under" in BTR Engineering unpersuasive (FC [ 196]). The meaning attributed to 

"under" in that case ("governed, controlled, or bound by; in accordance with") is, as the 

Full Court pointed out, only one of its definitions as a preposition and not one dictated by 

the word itself. 

24. In contexts such as cl 20, the word "under" describes the relationship between abstract 

concepts by way of a metaphor with the placement of physical objects. A chair is under a 

table because the table - either substantially or completely - covers the chair. It is this 

20 sense of covering that is, in WPPL's submission, the way in which the word "under" is 

used in cl 20. It carries with it connotations of substantial and close proximity. 

30 

25. Attributing the meaning "governed or controlled'' to the word "under" gives a very 

different meaning to cl 20. It focusses attention purely on the legal effect of the successful 

deployment of the Deed in response to claims that otherwise have no relationship with the 

Deed at all. If the "substantive claims" were subject to a complete time bar defence, it 

would not be accurate to characterise those claims as "a dispute under a limitation 

statute". It is no more accurate to characterise the "substantive claims" as a "dispute under 

the deed'' simply because the Deed might provide a complete defence to them. 

26. The drafter of the Deed could have chosen broad relational phrases which would have 

extended the reach of cl 20 to the "substantive claims." Those phrases are canvassed in the 

Full Court judgment and the submissions of the appellants and respondents. A deed of 

settlement which, on the evidence before the primary judge, was drafted by experienced 

L\327743476.2 8 



commercial lawyers acting to protect the respondents' interests can be presumed to have 

had regard to the body of case law relating to those phrases. It is no criticism that a 

formulation ("any dispute under this deed'') was chosen which naturally limited the scope 

of the arbitration agreement to future disputes as to the nature or extent of any rights and 

obligations created by the Deed. There was simply no need to provide for arbitration of 

the compromised Claims. This is not a sensible, commercial meaning that arises from the 

Deed. 

27. The current dispute as to whether the "validity claims" are arbitrable has its genesis in 

10 attributing the meaning "governed or controlled'' to the word "under" in cl 20. On that 

approach to cl 20, there is an obvious logical problem in treating the "validity claims" as 

arbitrable when those claims are directed at establishing that the Deed is of no legal effect. 

The "validity claims" are not, and cannot be, in any relevant sense, "governed or 

controlled'' by the Deed. 

28. But if the phrase "any dispute under this deed'' has the sense for which WPPL contends, 

much of the conceptual difficulty in treating the "validity claims" as arbitrable falls away. 

What matters is characterising the nature of the connection between the Deed and the 

dispute. If those connections are substantial, the metaphorical meaning of the word 

20 j "under" will be satisfied. Viewed in this light, the respondeatsr.e.sp_Qn@n.t~ submissions at 

RS [72]-[75] may assume greater force. 

29. The construction for which WPPL contends also provides a more coherent scheme for the 

resolution of the arbitrable and non-arbitrable disputes. The practical problems that may 

lie ahead as things currently stand can be illustrated by one example. The effect of the Full 

Court's orders is that the appellants are required to arbitrate both the "substantive claims" 

and the "validity claims." But, if the appellants prevail on the "validity claims," the 

jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal to determine the "substantive claims" is brought into 

question. If the tribunal hears all the claims together (which the respondents suggest it 

30 must), the findings on the "substantive claims" may not be capable of enforcement under 

the CA Act. The "substantive claims" will, for practical purposes, be unresolved. Ih.is..is....a 

direct result o(tb~ fact that WPPL will not be a partv to the arbitration wrum~...iili!.im.~ 

be made by the appellants that are directly in contradictiof! of WPPL's claim_s in tb~ WA 

Proceedingsand. which would directly affect WPPL_ __ (John Alexander's Clubs). The 

L\327743476.2 9 



arbitra.tion will also not bind th..e._Rhod~.J!arties or HDIO which is_not a..m1rty to a!.!Y 

arbitration agreemrun a.:nd asserts a competjnginter~st in the mining tenemG.IltS. .. 

30. On WPPL's construction of cl 20, the arbitration agreement may extend to the "validity 

claims." Because those claims bear on the question of whether the arbitration agreement is 

"null and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed," the primary judge will have 

a discretion ~r to order a trial of the "validity claims" or refer those claims to 

arbitration. If (as the respondents currently contend) the "substantive claims" and the 

"validity claims" cannot be disentangled, this would weigh in favour of a trial of the 

10 whole dispute. If the "validity claims" are referred to arbitration, the primary judge will be 

able to consider whether to stay the "substantive claims" pending the outcome of the 

arbitral reference- applying discretionary case management principles. If the respondents 

prevail on the "validity claims" the Deed can be deployed by them as a plea in bar to the 

proceedings below - effectively bringing the proceedings to an end7 as betw_een tb!! 

appellants and the pad:ie~ to the Hope Downs Deed. If the appellants prevail, they will be 

free to continue the action without having been forced to arbitrate under an arbitration 

agreement in a Deed that was always liable to be set aside. 

31. The benefit to WPPL has been identified above in paragraph 11---abe¥e. This mitigates 

20 against the possibility of delay to the ability of WPPL to prosecute its claims in the W A 

e~Proceedin![s. The contention that there is a statutory constraint on the exercise by the 

W A Court of its case management powers will fall away. 

32. WPPL would also wish to restate a submission it made to the Full Court (pursuant to the 

leave to intervene) about the proper delineation of the arbitral "matter" under an 

arbitration agreement. 

33. The respondents' submissions seem to carry an implicit suggestion that an arbitrable 

"matter" (for the purposes of s 8) can extend beyond the controversy between the parties 

30 to the arbitration agreement. Certainly, the respondents' submission in the WA court that a 

stay under s 8 against the appellants "mandates" a consequent stay of WPPL' s claim 

seems to be based on a very broad conception of the arbitral "matter." 

L\327743476.2 10 



34. But as Allsop J (as his Honour then was) observed in CemT'IumdateC.QJJwndflte Marine 

Corp v Pan Australia Shipping Ptv Ltd, 17 the concept of an arbitral matter is .necessarily 

linked to the terms of the arbitration agreement and "can be seen to be a reference to the 

differences between the parties or the controversy that are or is covered by the terms of 

the arbitration agreement' (at [235]). If a party is not bound by the terms of an arbitration 

agreement, and is not a "party" in the extended sense of claiming through or under a party 

to the arbitration agreement, no aspect of the controversy involving the non-party is a 

"matter" for the purposes of s 8(1). This is so even if the subject matter of the claim 

substantially overlaps with a "matter" which is the subject of an arbitration agreement 

10 between different parties. The identification of the "matter" for the purposes of s 8(1) 

cannot be divorced from the identification of the "parties" to the arbitration agreement. 

Section 2(1) of the CA Act 

35. Ffl£-the·-r-easons e*plained above, 'VlPPb has been 1:mable to obtain a copy of the proposed 

Notice of Cross-Appeal or any of the material filed by the respondents in support of that 

proposed application. WPPL intends to apply fuf.-aeeess to that material prior to the 

hearing of the appeal··on--l-2-Getober 2018 and will seek the COUft.:s-lea:ve to file amended 

submissions dealing ·.vith the "through Of" undef'" issue if appropriate to d-e-se. 

36. Atl-that-Wf'PL can sensibly submi:t at the moment is that the reasons In relation t~ 

20 proposed cross-appellant's SJ.!qmissiol}. WPfL_sl!!Jmits that there should be no grant of 

s.P~ci~.J~aye__(or. if special leave is granted.J.b.S' rm.&.s..:appeal should be dismissed). The 

reasons of the Full Court at FC [289] to [3231. cmd ~liu:ly at FC [3131 to f3l9] are 

not attended by any error. The reasons ar~learly correct and;-in:-WP-PL's submission, 

there- reflect an appt:Qa_ch to principle that is no basis for-fue.-gmnt-e-:Hpeeial leave in 

relation to the issue soughHe-be-1'8isei:l by the proposed Notice of Cross Appeal. Th~ 

Court identified, and correctly applied, the applicable principles derived from ~s..o.nan:t 

with the authorities of this GEH:Ift'-s-analysis of the extended definition of "party" (in 

identieal terms) under s 7 of the Arbitrcttion (Foreign A•tWJrds end Ag."'ements) Act l974 

tGthr.Court in Tanning Research Laboratories LnJLV 0 'Brien 18 and Michael Wilso!J. & 

17 [2006] FCAFC 192; (2006) 157 FCR ;!,8Qi~. 

!! ......... --".Lt9.2QtL69. .. CL_B.J32at. 3.42.an9.-35~ 
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fr!J::1.nfll:.s. .l' NLcholls 19
• The laiter authority is nQLr..efcn:e.<lJLin ___ tll~L,Prgposed cros:;t: 

.appellants' !illhmi£sions even though_ the Full Coy.rt relied on this allth_Qri.ty_in the critical 

pmiQ_f iJs reasoning below (FC [11..61 and f317])?0-fl-99{}-)--M9-GbR-+-32-at 342 and 3*. 

Tlwre is ne-eec-asion to reconsider those principles particularly \Vhere these respm'l:dents 

that are not parties to the Deeds hav-e-the benefit of a discretionary stay-penffi-ag 

determination of the-arbitration and there is no appeal from that order of the Full Court. 

0) Special Leave 

10 37. The pronosed cross-appellants h~ not identified the proposed ~ecL~l. le~ve question_~r 

wlained how that question satisfies the criteria fgr a grant of special leave under s 35A 

of the Jitdiciarv Lkt 1903. In the_ab.s..e.nc._e..o.f_any such elucidation of the point by___th_e. 

proposed cross-appellants. WPPL contends that this case is not an appropriate vehl.cl.!;': fQI 

the grant of spee<.ialleave for at le€!st three rea.sons_,_ 

36.38. First. there is no occasi.Q.:Q__jQ reconsider the princioles stats:d by thls.___.Court in 

Tanningand Michael Wilson wb_c:m;:_RDIO. RHIO and MDIO. wh..QJ.re not o.arti~..s t~ 

Deeds. have the benefit of a disc;retmn.a_J,Y __ s.1aY-.Pending detetmination of the arbitration 

and there i~_JJ.g_appeal from that order of the Full Court. Second. one of the comnanitts said 

20 to_qe a "party" to the }fupe Downs Deed under s 2(1) (HDIQ) was in existence at the time. 

the deed was exec_u..te.d .. _J.t can_be. inferred that a cho~_s__ma.d_(tD..QUo mak;e it an actual 

party to the deed. Third. as discussed below. the decision,_pf the Victorian Court of AJ;l_peal 

in Flint fnk NZ Lt4 v HJ,Jhtamaki Australia Ptv Ltd21
, is di,stinguishable from the present 

case and turns upon the o.e.c.:uliaritie..s_gf the pleading in that case. Wh¥_1.L.Jn:Q~ 

analy_sed. Flint Ink does not signify a necessary conflict with the judgment of the Full 

Court below. 

(2) The Cla.imsagainst RHIO. HDIO and MDIO 

~ 9 ~ ••• [2JUJJJ:ICA4.~.;.1&.QJ.l) ... ~.~.1 ... gklt~t2L.11tLto~JJo_.LIOIJ, 

!~ _1l2--2~G.L.R,J}2.a!j42 .. and.J.5J .. 

~~--=·-·_[2.QJ;tl~S-CAJ-§2;_(2Ql.4144.YR..64 .. 
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32.. The claims made by the app_illants against RI-UQ. HDIO and MDIO are that th..«y wer:.e. 

kn .. Q..Wing recioients of trust pmpenx from parties tQ th~pe Downs Deed in that the 

property they received is sJJ.bLe.ct. in each case. to .a ®..nstructive trust and that each of 

these nQ..n-parties to the Hope Down Deed is liable for an ~_<;:_QQ!IDt of profits (FC f29IJ. 

lZ...22lan....d [293]). Put simply.itis alle~_J_hat ~h!t..~~non.-p__~_i...e .. s to the Hope Downs Deed~ 

acquired mooerty with knowledge Qf....bte...li..Ghes of fiduciarv duties by HE.PL~ 

Rinehart. 

40. Any defence by_R.HIQ.J:IDIO and MDIO.....w..ilLinYO..lY.e. distinct and seoarate defence_s...ful.m 

10 any defence available tQ. say. HPPL or Mrs R.ine.ha.rt.J!.S alleged d~faulting fidu!<iruie.~ 

who are each parties to the Hope J;>owns Deed. The defences of the proposed cross

ap®llan.ts will be reso<m .. ding_Jg a different claim than that..:wh.i&h_js.Jn....adeygainst !! 

d_e..faultingjidu~iarv. This is necessarily the case because the claims ag,llinstf!: .. kn.:PW.i!:li 

recio.ismt for acces.sorial liabilitv are directed to the knowing recipien.t a.s. an_in..li~penillm.t 

an..d ss:Jf-s..t~nding cause of action. They__are t)Ot the same a~ ~nd shQuld not be cJ,m.flated 

with claims made again.s..t a defaultinrtduciary. As thi.s.......C....~ted in Michael Wil.£QlL~t 

20 

30 

AI>. MWP rightly pointed_Q_ut,_ this......C_QU..r.t.ha .. s held that liabilitv to accouru M......a 

~ .. structive trustee is imR.Q.s..e....d_dir.e.~tly upon a persQn who knQwingly__a.s_sists_in 

breach of fiduciarv du!v.~ The reference to the liability of a knowing assist~ 

an 'accessorial' liability does no more than recognise that the assistant's Ii~bHitY 

d~pends upon establishing.____a,mJl..ng....Q!:her things. that there has been a brea9..h9f 

fiduciary duty by an_Q1ber. It follQws. as MWP submitted •. .Jbat tlllLrelief that is 

a~rded against a defaulting...fktlwiarv and lolQwing assistant will not necessarily 

s;oincide in either nature or quantum4- .... SQ. fQr example. the claimant may s.e~k 

comR..~nsation from the defaulting fiduciary (:who made no profit from the defaul_t) 

and an accQunt Q[pmfits from the know~1.1:g assistant (whQ p.r.Qfued from his or her 

own miscQndlli::...t),_ And if an account of prgfit~_ wer~ to be SQugbt.rumi_nst both the 
defaulting fiduciary and a knowing assistant. the two accounts would very likely 

differ. It follows that neither the nature nor the extent of any liability of the 

r~Qnd..«nt.s. tQ MWP for knowingly ass.istingMrEmmQ.tL.in a breach or breach.§ 

Qf..h..i.s..Jid..udary obligations. depends uoQn the na.tw:e __ QJ:. e~f the relief that 

MWP obtained in the arbitration against Mr Emmott. [c.ita.tions omitted] 

41. The Full Court_correcdy appJ..ie.d. .. tb.e.~_princip.les by parity of reasoning to the cas..e of the 

li.!!.bility__Qf a knowing recipient (fC [3 I 6JlJlli: e.s..s.eJJ.lial reas_oning of the Full Court is at 

FC [3161-[3181. The reasoning is correct and applies Michael Wilson in an_ort .. b_od.Qx 
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f.as.hi.on. 

4Z. This __ giVS<Lthe quietus .t<? the core of the anmment of RHIO. HDIO and MDIO. at 

paragraphs 9 a)ld 10 of the proposed cross-appellants' subm.ruions. W@t_b~r th~mt.t:ties 

have liabilitY as knowing recipients ll!!JSt_Qedefend.S<.d__QJ.l_tlJ_e.i.LQw!un..c;;.ri.t£_{!!1.d_n_QLb_e a 

derivation ~fim.c..e..s...arising_from the Hope Downs Deed that may be available to parties 

to that deed who are sued in their cap~ci!y as defaulting fiduciaries. 

43~ Michael Wilson. at UQ71. iuuthori..1Y..fuL_t®J2rincinle that the allegations concerning the 

10 primary wrongdoer. namely the defaultinJLfid..!J&ianr. can be detennined differently in one 

forum Can arbitratjon in ~hich the defaulting fiduciary is the party) from the way the 

a11wti.Q.nS an~ determined in another forum On that case the NSW S..J.!J2IWLe_C!:mrt 

proceedings_againsLthe employees who were knowing participants itLlhsLb.t.~a~J.Lcl 

fiduciarv dutyj. The two outcomes may be different as they were in Michael Wil.~:<J..n, 

with different finding_s !Le..ing..Irul.de in each forum. 

44. The above underscores the distinct nature of the krumd.ng..reci.pl.enLGlaim.s. froiJ:L.tlliL~ 

ag_ain.st the fiduciarv. Applying the reasoning of Michael Wilwn to thc:LPr..e..s~nt caS¥. the 

lli>JXL.Downs Deed cannot of itself exculpate HDIO (which is not a party to th.e @_e...d) in a 

20 claim brought in c_ourt against it by the appellants as a knowing recipient nor G.a.n 

provisions in th~dJ:lln..d.JLQ.Qw:.t~ brought against HDIO. as to whether tiN 

fiduciary has o.r_bas n9J breached its fiduciarv duty. At most. the }b~es to the q~~ might 

be able to restrai.n_11 claim against HDIO if (as is seemingly contended) cl 7(b) operates tQ 

prevent a claim being asserted against HDIO as a knowing recioi¥.nt.. 

45. For this reason. the argument pqLby_HDIO. RHIO and MDIQ.in_n..arngrnph 10 Q.f.J.hcir 

su..bmiss.io.ns.. that they will defend claims brought by the appellants against them a_s 

lm.<LW.i.JI.K.r¥-vi_pients by invg].<.it}g clau~es of the Hope Downs Deed is not to the point. The. 

ru:g:qmS<.nt conflates the claims against the defaulting fiduciaries with th~ separate claim_~ 

30 against the knowing recipient. But imoortantlv. and at its essence. it wrong~y assumes 

thaUIDJQ .. J.llll.Q.J.md.M.Q.K>~an rely u..n tile H.o_p~wn.s_Deed as if they were partj~~JQ 

the deed to prevenUh....S<.Jlpru<llant~para.te.l.y_pul:S.YingsJ.ID.ms against HDIO. RHIO and 

MDIO as knowing recipients. and provinu relevant default by a fiduciary in the cour~e 

gffl<?..!ng ~o: 
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{12 Tanning correctlv applied bv the Full Court 

46._1n_1h~sons at FC [3091. [31 0UruU3171 the Full Court identified the principles stated 

in_Imm.illg and correctly applied them to the facts of this case. The proRosed cross

.apJ2¥l.W,nJ.Ld.o not suggest that the prin.Q.i.pk.s. dis_~~~d in Tanning should be reconsidered 

by_t.his_Co.urt, 

47. At 342 in 'llll:m.i-'1g. Brennan and Dawsoal.J (wi~b..o.m TQQ.hey_} am:ee_d.)_, _ _re.fe.n:ing__t..o. 

10 section 7(2) ofthe_Arbitration (Foreign Awards andAweements) Act 1974 (Cthl$.at00;. 

20 

In the first place. as sub-s. (2) ~P¥..l'll<s of both parties to an arbitration agreement. a 

ru;r_SQ.u_w:lliLc.laims thr®gh or under a partv may be either a perso~kin&--tQ 
enforce Q.r aJ!..er..s..Qn seeking to resis.t the enfqrcement of an alle~cgnt_rn.c..tua.l 

right T.!l' subject of th~ claim may be either a cause of action or a ground of 
defe_!!ce. Next;b the prepositions 'through' and 'under' convey the notion of a 

d..~tiY.a.tive cause of action or ground Qf defence de..riY..e..s;i fm._m_t)ll}.J?a.tlY_.__ln~ 

words. an e..s..s._e.ntial element of the cause of actjon or defence must be or must QaY_e 
been vested in or exercisab.l~ by the party before the person claiming through or 
under the artY ca.nr~ly_Qn.Jhe c_ause of acti..Qn or ground Qf defence. A liquidator 

may be a person claiming:Jhr_o._ugb Qr u..n.de.r a c:;o.mp_ID'ly b.~caus.~Lt.he.. c.au.seLQ.f 
&<..ti.Qn_orgrounds of defence on .:which he relies are vested in or exercisable by the 

~pmpanv;,.a 1TI.lske i,n__Mnkrun_tcy may be such a person because the causes of 

action or gn:mpds._of defence on which he relies were vested, in.gx exer~i~~J?J.~ by 

the bankrullb 

~8. By way of further elalm.rnti_Qn. at 343 Brennan and Dawson JJ went Q.IJ, to st~ 

In the present ca~cULQ!!id...a.tru:_d_~s_noJ s_e_e.k to. :upho.ld_r~iectio.n.of Tannin/U 
proof of debt on grounds which are available to the liquid..ator al~;_he relies on 

grounds of defence available to Hawaiiafl.._U!.1.5i~J..:Jh~-g~!!~ral)aw. 

4~LAtEC .. J11QD discussed the reasoning of Deane and Gaudron JJ in Tanning and corn::ctly 

30 p_bs~rved that whethe.!: .. tb~!!r was ~nx material difference with the gltJralitx was. not a 

matter which needed to be addressed. The quoted passage from Deane and Qaudmn JJ 

used the e.xpr_.e.ssiQn;_ 
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. . . the question whether a person is claiminub.m,gb__Qr_JJ,n~.JLQ.atlv to the 
arbitration agreement is necessarily .tQ,_be answered by reference to the subject 
matter in controversy rather than the formal nature of the proceeding or the 
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10 

or..eQise..legaL~..bam~ of th~ person initiaJing or defending the prqceeding, 

50. It was in this coll!..e..~ . .t!:_hat the Full Court correctly observed at FG1311] that: 

~o not think a person is claiming through or under another person merely 
b_e..c..au.s..e_ .... th!'-Y........1lf~ in a close relationshiJLQr because their respectivy tights are.. 
'cjpselv..r~lated.' 

.5 LAJ:lolving the principles drawn fro.m Tanning, the Full Court co~y condude.d at FC 

[3171 that: 

The fact that they are related o.a.rties might explain why the transfer of prQp,e)jy 

IDQ..k_plac .. e. • .....but is in itself not sufficient. The._rullv..r...el..ationship is purely factual. 

being the trans(e.r....of_Jhe propertv from a party to an arbjtration_agre.e._rrumLt.Q__a 
third party compaJ1Y, .. 

(3) Flint Ink 

52. Flint Ink had a direct contractual relationshiQ....W-i.tl.LHNZ tQ which it supplied ink used to 

manufacture packaging. tlNZ in tum ~upp.Jied the packaging to a related company (H.A) 

which then supplied it to a dairy product manufacturer Lion Daip:;. Lion DaiQsued HA 

for damages in relation to defective packaging. HA sought to join Flint~nk a.s,._a thir.Q. 

20 partv. Flint Ink did not have a contractual relationship w!!h _HA as distinct from HNZ 

which did have a contract with Flint Ink. which contained an_lll!'!>!tration agreement. HA 

o...:rigi.n..ally snught to sue Flint Ink in contract and then snught to a,b_~;~.n4on i!~ .... ~9~ 

claim and sue in negligence . 

.53._The negligence claim was pleaded by re.fer.e.nce to an alleged proximity arising fro~ 

.QQ..n!r.m:Jmtl relationship between HNZ and Flint Ink (per Warren CJ at f22..ll.Q..[25l and per 

Nettle J A at [51]). In tbru_patlicular context the alleged duty of care that Fli..ntlnk.ML..~ 

HA was solely dependent upon an~ d~rjyed __ .. f.r.oJ1!tb~_4i.rect contractual relationship 

between its related cgmpany HNZ and Flint Ink. In this sense the claim Qf H.A was __ no 

30 stronger than and depemie..d UOQJJJhe contractual relatiQnship between Flint Ink and HNZ. 

54. The Victorian Col.lrt_q_f_A~meal decided that HA was claiming "through or under" HNZ. in 

.t.h.~nse expressed in Tanning. T~se can be analvsoo.__hQ.wve..r'=as. turning on the 

p.articular W:l[l,Yjp. which HA framed its drum_in_®gligY-.o.c_'4-.n~m .. dY. by reference to the 
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contractual relationship between itL@]a..t~d c.s.>..mp.any Cand supplier) HNZ. on the one 

band. an~l._.Elint lnk.__illl the other hand. As Nettle JA stated at [771. HA's claim was 

"critical/)!_ dependent upon anq __ derivative (rom the (;_ontractuq/ a_lJd.J;_ommon law 

oh/igq.tiqns. a/Lgged to have been owed ... " by Flint Ink to HNz;. I.lliLSlJ:rmwmint wa~ 

mn.phasi_~by Mandi~[l481-fl491. HNZ was not a party to any proceedings. 

55. Properly undt;lrstoQd. Flint Ink (even if correctly decided) is .!!Q! authority for any___general 

proposition that a related company will be treated as a party to an arbitration agreement on 

the "through or under" princi_p_le. The facts of Flint Ink have n~ation_~bjp with t!Jg; 

10 claims asserted against RHIO. HDIP l:!Pd MDJO. Ih~ liabili.tv .. .of a.kn.ow.ing__re..9_ipie.p.t i~ 

independent of the liabilitv of the defaulting fiduciarv and is s~lf::s.mnding. 

~t_Q..J]K_extent that Flint Ink mjght be un®rst.o.od to staruifor.._a.._111Qre 'Wll¥,ta.lp,mposition 

that a related__Q_QIDpa._ny su.es "through or under" another ccgnpa11y merely because they an~ 

~. th~n il..Y\!:..ould have been, with respect. incorrectly decided. This is discussed by 

the Full Court at FC f307l:Ql9t 

57. As explained by the Full Court at FC f19.§.l:Q.Q91Jbe Vic!Qli8:!!_ Co1Jrt _Q.f Al?.P~I:ll placed 

reliance on the English decision of Roussel-l.[cja[_ v GD Searle & Co Ltd22 but it seems 

20 that it was ML.dmwn to the court's a~tention that the English Court of Appeal_had 

overruled...&>JJ/lS...e.l-fk.J.g£1$ee City o[_London v Sanchete\ 

58. Roussel-Uclq,f v Se..(J.rle had been cited by this Court in Tanning but not in_c_irG.u.mstances 

that suggested obiter en.d..ru:.s..~ms:nLQ:Uh_e JltQ.pQs_iti<LtLthat a_mlat~ompany will~ 

treated as a partv to an arbitratiQti__agm~m....e.nt onJhe "through or under" principLAs_ tb~ 

Full Court observed at FC [3091. Roussel-Uclafwas cited in Tanning together with a New 

Zealand case that distinguished it (Mount Cqok CNorthlandLL?.4 v Swedish Motor LtJJ24
• 

Ihe .... EulL.CQurt .correctly concluded that Roussel-Uclaf ~as in..CQillllStS~nt with the 

~tatements Qfprinciple in Tanning (FC [309]-[31111 

:!.Il2Z~LE,§B,22.;Jl2,Z~J,LkJgy~s=&lR,~f,?,,(~li,Q),, 

:~[4,QQ§lE~~.AC\vJ28.3;J2.QQ.9.LLLloyd'sRep_ll1. 

:!U2~L~kkJ~,_J20. 
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5.2J.htu:mmosed cro.ss::anp._e.llants submit that EliaLlv.k:_sh_Q.u.]d__b_e. seen as an elaboration of 

the principles stated in TanningLaJ.l4l). Flint Ink should. howeve(,_.be se~_n as a decision 

that t\JJDs on__its o.:wr,~ pmtj~uJ;:u- fa«.t.s and wmngly d.~cided if it is to be understood as 

standing for a general nmnosition about the anoli.kation of the "through or under" 

princjple to related parties. 

Part V: Time for Oral Argument 

J+.-60. It is estimated that up to 1 hour will be required for oral argument if leave to 

intervene is granted with permission to supplement the written submissions with oral 

1 o argument. 

Dated: 20 A1:1g:ust21 Sep_tember 2018 

20 
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SCHEDULE 

150 INVESTMENTS PTY L TD (ACN 070 550 159) 
Second Respondent 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY LTD (ACN 008 676 417) 
Third Respondent 

10 HANCOCK MINERALS PTY LTD (ACN 057 326 824) 
Fourth Respondent 

T ADEUSZ JOSEF WATROBA 
Fifth Respondent 

WESTRAINT RESOURCES PTY LTD (ACN 009 083 783) 
Sixth Respondent 

HMHT INVESTMENTS PTY LTD (ACN 070 550 104) 
20 Seventh Respondent 

30 

ROY HILL ffiON ORE PTY LTD (ACN 123 722 038) 
Eighth Respondent 

HOPE DOWNS IRON ORE PTY LTD (ACN 071 514 308) 
Ninth Respondent 

MULGA DOWNS ffiON ORE PTY LTD (ACN 080 659 150) 
Tenth Respondent 

HANCOCK FAMILY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION LTD (ACN 008 499 312) 
Eleventh Respondent 

HOPE RINEHART WELKER 
Twelfth Respondent 

GINIA HOPE FRANCES RINEHART 
Thirteenth Respondent 

40 MAX CHRISTOPHER DONNELLY (IN HIS CAPACITY AS TRUSTEE OF THE 
BANKRUPT ESTATE OF THE LATE LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK) 
Fourteenth Respondent 

MULGA DOWNS INVESTMENTS PTY LTD (ACN 132 484 050) 
Fifteenth Respondent 
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